Question 1  Which Doctor did the author Hugh Lofting write about in a series of children's books?

Question 2  International Nurses Day is held on May 12, the anniversary of the birth of which famous nurse?

Question 3  Which "Doctor" was arrested in 1910 on board the SS Montrose for the murder of his wife and is regarded as the first criminal to be arrested with the help of radio communication?

Question 4  Which Italian motorcycle racer is nicknamed "The Doctor"?

Question 5  In which TV show did Lynda Baron play Nurse Gladys Emmanuel?

Question 6  What is the first name of Sherlock Holmes' sidekick Doctor Watson?

Question 7  In which continent did Henry Stanley meet David Livingstone, leading to the famous quote "Dr. Livingstone I presume"?

Question 8  Which Oscar winning actress played the title role in the 2000 film "Nurse Betty"?

Question 9  In the TV show "Doctor Who" what do the letters stand for in "TARDIS"?

Question 10  Which famous singer used the pseudonym Dr Winston O'Boogie on a number of recordings?

Tie Break  In which year did Bugs Bunny first ask Elmer Fudd "What's Up Doc"?